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Abstract  
Higher-order patterns are simply typed ),-terms in ~long form where free variables 

F only occur in the form F ( z l , . . . ,  z~) with z l , . . . ,  zk being distinct bound variables. 
It has been proved iu [6] that in the simply typed ~-calculus unification of higher-order 
patterns modulo r ~ and ~ reductions is decidable and unifiable higher-order patterns 
have a most general unifier. 

In this paper a unification algorithm for higher-order patterns is presented, whose 
time and space complexities are proved to be linear in the size of input. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Lambda calculi are suitable frameworks for succinctly representing logical languages with 
bound variables. This is not only because they can be directly and intuitively used in 
encoding logical terms and formulae, but also because some of them have been turned into 
computational realities, e.g. in the logic programming languages AProlog [8] and Elf [14], 
and in the generic theorem prover Isabelle [12], due to the pioneer work on unification of 
simply typed A-terms by Huet [3]. 

However, unification of simply typed A-terms is a complex operation since the problem 
is in general undecidable [2], and unifiable terms may have infinite independent unifiers. 
Even when one is only interested in the existence of unifiers, where Huet's insight was that 
terms with free variables at heads are always unifiable and thus need not be further dealt 
with [3], the unification process could be expensive in time and space because it may be 
nondeterministic and nonterminating. This has led to search for special classes of A-terms 
on which unification is decidable and unifiable terms has a most general unifier. 

Miller discovered such a class and gave a unification algorithm to compute the most 
general unifiers [6]. The terms in the class are those where certain restrictions axe placed 
on occurrences of free ,~ariables. Nipkow used the results in the context of higher-order 
rewriting, reformulated the unification algorithm [9] and presented a functional program for 
the unification [10]. Pfenning adapted the results for his logic programming language Elf 
[13] and extended them to the Calculus of Constructions [15]. We follow Nipkow and call 
these terms higher-order patterns (short: patterns). 

Unification of patterns is a proper compromise of the full unification of simply typed 
A-terms [7]: Taking a ldgher-order logic programming language LA based on patterns as 
proposed in [6], the full unification of simply typed A-terms can be coded as a LA program 
axiomatizing only the notions of equality and substitution of simply typed A-terms in a 
direct and declarative way. The rest of the full unification is addressed by unification of 
patterns and a backtracking strategy implemented in a LA interpreter. 

However, unification of patterns may be extremely inefficient in its worst case since 
so may be unification of first-order terms ([11, 4]) and first-order terms are just special 
patterns. The purpose of this paper is to tackle unification of patterns from a computational 
complexity point of view. More precisely, an algorithm for unification of patterns is proposed 
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whose time and space complexities are both linear in the size of the input. The structure 
of our algorithm has some similarities with Martelli and Montanari's one [4, 5], but ours is 
not a direct extension of theirs. The features needed in our machine are manipulation of 
pointers, comparison of labels and random access of array components. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 basic notions of A-calculus 
are reviewed and unification of patterns is presented at a fairly high level. In Section 3 some 
problems with extending the first-order linear unification algorithms in [11, 4, 5] to unifica- 
tion of patterns are discussed. A linear algorithm for unification of patterns is proposed in 
Section 4, and its linearity is proved in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6. 

2 Preliminaries 

Given a set 'To of base types, the set 7" of (simple) types is constructed as usual. For every 
type a E 7" there exist a set Ca of constants and a countably infinite set P~ of variables such 
that Cal N Y,~2 = {} for any al,a2 E 7" and Caa N Ca2 = Pal A Y,~2 = {} if cq ~ a2. Let 
C = Uc, e,/-Ca and P = UaeT" Y,~. Constants and variables are also called atoms. 

The set s of terms of type c~ ~ 7" is constructed as usual. Let s = l,.Jae 7- s A term of 
the form (s t) is called an application, and Az.s an abstraction. The topmost part Ax in Ax.t 
is called a A.binder of x, and the term t is said to be covered by or in the scope of Ax. Free 
and bound variable occurrences are defined as usual. We use the following abbreviations: 
A~-~n.s stands for Axl . . . .  Axn.s; a(~'~n) stands for ( . . .  ((a ul) u2). . .un).  

The size of a terra t is defined as the total number of occurrences of atomic subterms 
and A-biRders in t. 

Terms are only compared modulo a-conversion. Thus we assume from now on that  in a 
term no variable is bound more than once and no variable occurs both bound and free. The 
set of all bound (or free) variables in a syntactic object O is denoted by BY(O) (or S ty (o ) ) .  

Reductions on terms are the usual ~ and q-reductions, denoted by - ~  and -"*n,  resp. 
Define - - - ~  as ---*~ U - " ~ v .  Let X E {/3, 7~,~71}. \Ve use ~ .  to denote the reflexive and 
transitive closure, and =x the equivalence relation induced by ---'~x. 

Every term s can be X-reduced to a unique X-normal form s~x. A term t is a fl-normaJ 
form if and only if t is of the form A~"g.a(t'~n) with a E C U Y and each t; being a/~-normal 
form. The a tom a is called the head. Let t = A~'.,a(t'~,) be a/3-normal form as above. Then 
t is called flexible if a E ~'Y(t),  rigid if not. Furthermore, t is called an ~}-long form if a(~'n) 
is of a base type and each ti is a T/-long form. Every term s has a unique r/-long form s l l ,  
such that  sign --'-'*~ s ~ .  For single variable x, x l t ,  may still be written as x. 

A substitution 0 is defined as usual and denoted by {xl ~-~ t l , - . . ,  x,~ ~-~ t~} or { ~ } .  
The domain of O is ~)om(O) = {x l , . . . ,  x,~}, and the range ~an(O) = { t~ , - . - ,  t~}. It is always 
assumed that  before applying 0 to a term s in O(s), all bound variables in s have been a- 
converted so that  BY(s) I"1JrY(T~an(O)) = {}. It is also assumed that BY(s) n Pore(O) = {}, 
hence O( Ax.s) = Ax.O( s) holds automatically. 

The  restriction of a substitution 0 to a set )4; of variables is a substitution 01w = {x 
O(x) [ x ~ )42}. Let a and 0 be substitutions. Then the composition a o 0 is a substitution 
defined by (a o O)(x) = a(O(x)) for every x 6 Y. Let o" = ~  0 denote a(x) =~,~ O(x) for 
each x ~ Y. Then a is said to be more general than 0, denoted as a _<~, 8, if there is a 
substi tution a ~ such that  a * o a =Z, 0. 

A substitution 8 is called a unifier of terms s and t if O(s) = ~  O(t). In this case s and t 
are said to be unifiable. Define a unification pair s =? t az an unordered pair of terms s and 
t of the same type. A unification problem P is a finite multiset of unification pairs. Two 
unification problems are said to be equivalent if they have the same unifiers. 

For 0 -- {x~ ~ - ' ~ ' ~ ,  define [0] = { ~ =- in}. Obviously 0 is a most general unifier of [0]. 
If 7)ore(a) N I)om(O) = {} then [a o 0] and [a] U [0] are equivalent. 
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In the sequel, we use s, t, u and v to denote terms, a and b atoms, c, d and f constants, 
x, y and z bound variables, X, Y, Z, F, G and H free variables, # and 0 substitutions. 

2.1 Higher-order patterns and higher-order pattern unification 
Higher-order patterns (short: patterns) axe r/-long forms in which free variables F only occur 
in the form F(~) with xl,...,xk, k > 0, being distinct bound variables. For example, the 
terms Axyz.F(y,x) and Axy.y(Az.F(z,y), F(x,y),G(y))are patterns, provided that they 
are T}-long forms, whereas Ax.F(c, x), Axy.F(x, x) and Az.F(G(x)) are not patterns. 
L e m m a  2.1 ([6]) It is decidable whether two arbitrary patterns are unifiable. Furthermore, 
a substitution whose range contains only patterns can always be computed as the most general 
unifier of two arbitrary unifiable patterns. 

From now on we o~ly consider pat terns and substitutions whose ranges contain only 
pat terns .  Note tha t  for such a substitution a if t is a pat tern  then so is a(t)J, a. 

We represent here ala algori thm by Nipkow [9]. The algori thm is given by the following 
five t ransformation rules on pairs of substi tutions and unification problems, where unifi- 
cation problems are viewed as lists instead of multisets of unification pairs and @ denotes 
the concatenation operat ion of lists. The algorithm star ts  with the pair  ({}, P)  for any 
unification problem P and terminates with (a, {}) if P is unifiable, in which case a is the 
most general unifier of P.  It is assumed that  a unification pair is always automatical ly 
s-converted so tha t  both  sides always have the same sequence of outermost  A-binders. 

Rule (Rep) propaga'tes solutions. 

(a, {A~..F(~'~) L t}@P) ~ (a' o a,a'(P)~) (Rep) 

if F ~/.TV(t), where a '  = { F  ~-~ t}. 
Rule (Dec) breaks a unification pair into simpler ones. 

<a, {Az-~-.a(~7?) -~ A~..a(T~)}@P) ~ (a, {A~'Ls, -2" A~- . t , }@e)  (Dec) 

i f a  E C O {5"~}. 
Rule (Bin) finds a part ial  binding for a head variable. 

(a, {A~'~.F(~'~) ? A~-La(T~)}@P) ==~ (a '  o a, (A~'.Hm(~-~) -~ A~'-G.tm}@a'(e)ia> (Bin) 

if F • Yl)(~'m) and a ,~. C U {lff'~'n}, where H1,. . . ,  II,n are new variables and a '  = ( F  
~V~.a(H~,(V~))}. 

Rule (FF-1)  finds a unifier of a unification pair of flexible terms with distinct heads. 

"~ t t (a, { A ~ . F ( F ~ )  =' A~'.G(~'-~'~))@P) ==~ (a o a ,a  (P) lz l  (FF-1)  

if F and G are distinct free variables, where a '  = {F  *--* A~"~n.H(b"~p),G ~-~ A~"~m.H(b"~p)}, 
{vx , . - - ,  vp} = {~n) fq {~-~m) and H is a new free variable. 

Rule (FF-2)  finds a unifier of a unification pair of flexible terms with the same head. 

(a, {A~-.F(~--~) ~ Ab-LF(Tg)}~P) ==~ (a' o a, a'(P)~a) (FF-2)  

where a '  = { F  ~ A~-~./.[(~-~)}, {Vp} = {Yl ] Yl = zi, 1 < i < n} and 11 is a new free variable. 
Inversing the preconditions to the above rules yields the following failure cases. The first 

case may be described as A~u =? A~-~.b(~~), where a, b E C U {~ '}  with a ~- b, and 
is called clash. The second and third cases may be described as A~ ' .F(~ 'n)=?  A~'.a(~-m), 
where F ~ Yl)(~'m) or a ~ {~ '}  - {~"Ln}. The case F ~ ~'V(~'~'m) is called cycle and the case 
a e {~'~} - {~"J} bound variable capture. 
T h e o r e m  2.2 ([9])There are no infinite sequences of transformations by the above rules. 
A unification problem P is unifiable if and only if every sequence of transformations starting 
with ({}, P) terminates with (a, {}), in which case alYV(p ) is a most general unifier of P. 
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In the first-order case, rules (Rep), (Bin) and (FF-1) degenerate into rule (Rep'), and 
rules (Dec) and (FF-2) into (Dec') as follows: 

(a, { F -  -? t} O P) = ~  (a '  o a, a ' (P) )  (Rep') 

if F r ~'l)(t),  where a '  = {F  ~ t}. 

(~, {a(~)  : a(~)}  o P) ~ (~, {,~ : tn) o P) (Dec') 

if a E.A. 
Most first-order unification algorithms can be derived from rules (Rep') and (Dec'). In 

particular, the linear unification algorithms bY Paterson and Wegman ([11]) and by Martelli 
and Montanari ([4, 5]) can be derived from these two rules, where terms are represented 
by directed acvclic graphs (short: DAGs), unification problems may be re-organized by the 
following merging rule 

? ? ? ? 

{ s -  t , s - u }  O P ==~ {s= t,t = u} U P 
and the unification pair, to which rule (Rep') is applied at each stage, is always so selected 
that no substitutions have to be applied to the rest unification problem. 

3 P r o b l e m s  w i t h  E x t e n d i n g  t h e  F i r s t - O r d e r  L i n e a r  U n i f i c a t i o n  A l g o r i t h m s  

In this section we discuss some problems with extending the linear unification algorithms in 
[11, 4, 5] to higher-order patterns. 

The first problem is due to the propagation of outermost A-binders in rule (Dec). For 
example, a unification pair A~'.f(~"~) =? A2~'i~'.f(b'kk) of len'~th O(k) may be transformed into 
{A~'f.al =? A~'i'.bl,. �9 A~'f.ak = :  A~:"t~.bk} of length O(k2). Making a copy of the A-binders 
A~'~" for each subproblem sl =? ti would lead to at least quadratic space complexity. 

Our solution to the problem is to require that whenever rule (Dec) is applied, it should 
be applied repeatedly to each newly yielded unification pair of two rigid terms. Not all old 
outermost A-binders, but only those that do bind some occurrences of bound variables in 
a flexible term need to be carried over to a final resulting unification pair. All occurrences 
of bound variables that  do not occur in a flexible term have to be eliminated in the further 
unification process anyway; otherwise the original problem is not unifiable. 

For example, unifying AreLg(f(F(zl)),cl,. . . ,ck)=? A~.g(f(v2),cl , . . . ,  ck) should di- 
rectly yield Axl.F(xl)=? AVl, V2. The unnecessary intermediate unification problem 

{A~'I ' .f(F(zl)) -- AffLf(v2), A~'~'.cl -" A~-.c l , . . . ,  A~-~-.el, - A~-f.ck} 
will not be really created at all. Note that now the total size of all unification pairs yielded 
is always linear in the size of the original unification pair. For, each newly created sequence 
of A-binders corresponds uniquely to a flexible subterm in the original unification pair and is 
shorter than the flexible subterm. Continue the unification process for Axt .F(zx)=?  AW.y2 
in the above. Since the occurrence of W is not covered by a corresponding A-binder, a 
failure will arise. Intuitively, the failure corresponds to a bound variable capture in unifying 

The second problem is due to the time required for renaming subterms of bound variables 
possibly needed before a merging step. For example, in order to merge the unification pairs 

- -  _ - 7 "  �9 ~ . - 7  �9 . . . .  Axk.F(x~) =" A~'~.s and Axk.F(yk) =" Axt~.t, the second umficatlon paar may first have to 
-" �9 �9 - - -  _'ST ? ~ �9 7"7"7_-27" be converted into an eqmvaieut one Axk.F(Xk)= Axtr with $ = {Vk ~ zk}- Now a 

merging step may be performed and result in Axk.F(zk) =" Azt~.s and Azk.s = '  Ax~.$(t). The 
renaming operation in 4~(t) is a possible source of nonlinear behaviors, since an occurrence 
of a bound variable in t may be involved in many merging steps in the entire unification 
process and thus need to be renamed many times. Consider the unification problem 

P, = (AxV.v(F(x, V), FCY, x)) : AxV.s,}, 
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where s~ = y(z(Gi(z,y),G,~y,z)),s~+l),i = 1 . . . . .  n -  1, and s,~ = y(x(Gn(x,y),Gn(y,x)), 
y(c, c)). Obviously, PI has the size O(n). By rule (Dec), P1 may be transformed into 

Now Axy.F(y, x):? Axy.s2 may be converted into Axy.F(x, y)=? Axy.t2, where t2 denotes 
{z ~ y, y ~ z}(s~), and the resulting unification pairs may be merged into 

{Axy.F(x, y) ~- Axy.x(al(x, y), al(y, x)), Axy.x(al(x, y), al(y, x)) ~- Axy.t2}. 

The first unification pa~Lr may be solved by rule (Rep), where no substitution need to be 
applied to the rest unification problem 

? 

P2 = {)'xy.x(al(x, y), al(y, z)) - )'xy.t2}. 

Continue the unification process with P2 in the same way as above, it is easy to see that 
the total number of renaming z and y in the entire unification process is O(n2). 

The merging step in the above example is also necessary when terms are denoted by De 
Bruijn's representations. So a naive extension of the first-order linear unification algorithms 
with De Bruijn's representations of patterns has at least quadratic time complexity. 

Our solution to the problem is to avoid renaming subterms of bound variables whenever 
possible. Indeed, such renaming operations would be unnecessary if no attempts are made 
to keep both sides of a unification pair have the same sequence of outermost )`-binders. 

? ~ - -  ~ ? 

In merging ) ,~ ' .F(z~)  =:" )'xk.s and ),zk.F(y/r )'zk.t, since ),~'~'.~(t) = ),~b-l(xk).t by a- 
conversion, where ~ = {y~ ~ z~}, the second unification pair may also be converted into 
),~'~'.F(x'~) = :  A~-I(~"~).L Due to our solution to the first problem, the size of a sequence of 
outermost )`-binders, i . e  ),Ts in this case, is linear in the size of a flexible term, i.e. F(x'~k ) in 
this case. Thus the time for renaming the sequence, i.e. 6-1(Tg) in this case, may be linear 
in the size of the flexible term. Since a merging step is only applied when the free vaxiable 
in the flexible term will be solved by rule (Rep) directly afterwards, the flexible term cannot 
be charged for time expenses in renaming other sequence~ of outermost )`-binders. Since the 
flexible term is a subterm in the original unification problem, our solution may be linear. 

Now a unification p~ir may have terms with different sequences of outermost )`-binders. 
So subterms of bound variables can only be compared modulo a-conversion. This means that 
for example, in unifying )`Tg.x(...) =? A~'~'.y(...), we need to check whether the )`-binders ),z 
and Ay occur at the same position in A~-g and A~j'~', resp. Thus each sequence of outermost 
A-binders should be implemented by a data  structure, where the position of a given )`-binder 
can be computed in a constant time. However, maintaining such a data  structure for each 
sequence of outermost A-binders in the entire unification process is nonlinear, since A-binders 
may be discarded, and .,;ince the same (named))`-binders may occur in different sequences. 

Our solution is to delay the checking operations: Instead of performing a checking opera. 
tion when and where required, all conditions to be checked are first collected. Afterwards, all 
bound variables in the collected conditions are replaced by their positions in the correspond- 
ing sequences of outermost A-binders. If some bound variables that should be a-equivalent 
are replaced by different positions, a failure arises. In fact, this kind of failures correspond 
to clashes in the original unification problem. 

4 A L i n e a r  U n i f i c a t i o n  A l g o r i t h m  for  H i g h e r - O r d e r  P a t t e r n s  

4.1 Representation~ of patterns, multiequations ~nd systems of m u l t i e q u a t i o n s  
The linearity of first-order unification heavily depends or. the DAG representation of terms 
where only one da ta  structure is dynamically created for a variable and all occurrences of 
the variable are implemented as pointers to the data  structure. We do the similar things for 
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free variables in patterns. The difference is that now a free variable may have arguments of 
bound variables. Formally, a pattern can be representated as a DAG such that 

1. each occurrence of an atom corresponds to a node labeled with the name of the atom 
and having no out-arcs, 

2. each application a(t'~) corresponds to a node labeled with the special symbol @ and 
having n + 1 ordered out-arcs going to the nodes corresponding to a, t l , ' " ,  tn, resp., 

3. each abstraction Az.t corresponds to a node labeled with A and having 2 ordered 
out-arcs leading to the nodes corresponding to z and t, 

4. different occurrences of subterms correspond to different nodes, except that occur- 
rences of the same free variable correspond to the same node. 

Obviously the root node has no father nodes, and any other node that does not correspond 
to a free vRriable has exactly one father node. 

We extend the notions of multiequation and of system of multiequations in [4] as follows: 
A multiequation is a pair U =? M of a nonempty set U of flexible patterns and a set M 
of patterns. Usually, patterns in M are rigid. A multiequation {s} =? M may be written 
as s =? M, and U =?{t} as U =? t. A multiequation U =:  M denotes a unification problem 
{s =? t I t E U U M} where s is some term in U. A system of multiequations is defined 
as (T, S) with T being a sequence of multiequations, called the solved part, and S a set of 
multiequations, called the unsolved part, such that 

1. the right-hand side of each multiequation in T and S contains at most one term, 

2. the left-hand side of each multiequation in T consists of one flexible term, and the 
right-hand side, if nonempty, consists of a term of the same type, 

3. the free variable in the left-hand side of a multiequation in T may only occur in the 
right-hand sides of preceding multiequations in T and nowhere else. 

A DAG representation of a system (T, S) can be obtained by creating a node for each 
multiequation with out-arcs to all its terms, a node for T (and a node for S) with out-arcs 
to all its multiequations, and a node for (T, S) with two out-arcs to T and S, resp., where 
all nodes of the same free variable are identified. 

Intuitively, a system of multiequations corresponds to a pair of a substitution and a 
unification problem in Subsection 2.1. For any given set So of multiequations, our algorithm 
starts with a system (0 ,  So), attempts to transfer multiequations from the unsolved to solved 
part while preserving the unifiers of the whole system and terminates with a system (T/, {)) 
if So is unifiable. 

In the first-order case [4], a multiequation U =? M in S may be moved to T if no free 
variables in U occur in ,5" - {U =? M}. The same thing cannot be directly done in higher- 
order case, since some information about free variables in M may be lost. Consider 

s = {~zy.F(x)-r ~zy.a(C(x, y))} u S' 

with F ~ ~-V(S') as an example. Intuitively the multiequation should not be directly moved 
to T since it has a left-hand side not equal to F and thus is not directly a substitution of F. 

The nature of the problem is that a unifier 0 of.~xy.F(z) =? ~zy.a(G(z, y)) maust satisfy 
that y does not occur in 0(G)(z, Y)la. In fact, we may add an additional multiequation 
,~xy.G(x, y) =? ,~zy.H(z) to the above S, where H is a new free variable. By rules (Bin) and 
(FF-1) in Subsection 2.1, the resulting S is equivalent to the original one when restricted to 
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the original free variables. Now the multiequatlon Axy.F(z) ---? Azy.a(G(z, y)) can be moved 
from S to T since the information that would have been lost in the above is kept by the 
additional multiequation. Note that the name of H is immaterial. Therefore we may write 
Azy.G(z, y)=? Azy.H(z) as Ay[Az.G(z, y)=:{}], where the Ay outside the square bracket 
[...] means that no substitutions of Ax.G(x, y) in the unification process may contain y. 

In general, the form A~'s =7 M] denotes two multiequations 

{A~.s  [ s e u}  : {A~.t I t e M) and A ~ . F ( ~ )  "- A ~ . H ( ~ )  

where F(~n) is a subterm in U and {z"~m} = {~n} - {~-}. Note that the ordering of A- 
binders in A~"~ may be arbitrary. The form A~'~'.[U =? M] can be simplified into U =? M if 
all subterms of each xi in U and M can be recognized as occurrences of bound variable on 
its own. In this paper bound variables are denoted by lower-ease letters x, y, z. 

In the sequel, we allow the above extended multiequations in systems of multiequations. 
The outermost A.binders in U or M are sometimes called remaining A.binders. 

In the above example, the multiequation Axy.F(z)=? Axy.a(G(z, y)) is first rewrit- 
ten into Ax.F(x)=? Ax.a(G(x, y)) and then moved to the solved part, while an additional 
Ax.G(x, y) =:{} is created in the unsolved part. 

Assume T! = (Urn =:  Mm) in a system (T 1, {}). Let 0i, i = 1 , . . . ,  m, be defined as 

0.~ = {F ~ t} if U,~ = {A~Z.F(~'~)} and )tim = {t} 
Oi= {} i f M i = { }  
el = {F ,--* Oi+l(t)la} if Ui = {A~..F(~-s and Mi = {t}. 

Then a most general unifier of T.r can be constructed as 0 = 01 O . . .  U 0m. In fact, Tf is a 
factorized form of 0. 

From a given unification pair A~-~.s = :  A~Z.t a set of multiequations can be constructed 
as follows: If at least one of AS-~.s and A~'~.t is flexible then the set consists of one multiequa- 
tion g = :  M, where g := {u e {A~'.s, A~Lt} I u is flexible} and M = {A~'.s, A~-s - U; 
Otherwise the set consists of two multiequations UI =:  M1 and U2 =:  M~, where U1 = U2 = 
{A~rs with H being a new free varviable, M1 = {A~"s and M2 = {A~"s For 
a unification problem P, the starting set So of multiequations consists of the multiequa- 
tions constructed from 'all unification pairs in P. Obviously P and So are equivalent when 
restricted to $'Y(P). 

4.2 The  a lgor i thm 
Our algorithm Unify is given below. At each stage, when S is nonempty, the algorithm first 
selects a set MS of multiequations from S, where no free variables in the left-hand sides of 
the multiequations in MS occur in S -  MS or in the right-sides in MS (line 8). Note that no 
resulting substitutions of unifying MS need to be applied to the rest of the system. A stack 
ST is used to keep the sets of multiequations that have been looked at but do not satisfy the 
condition required in the above. To unify MS the algorithm first merges all multiequations 
in MS into a multiequation U = : M  (line 9). Then flexible terms in U are unified and 
the results are put intr T (fine 10), where B is a set consisting of the original positions 
of all remaining A-binders in U after unification. Note that now U contains one term. If 
M is empty, then nothing has to be done; Otherwise the terms in M are unified w.r.t, the 
information in B (fine 11), and, when no failure arises, a multiequation as a fragment of 
the final solution with U on the left and the common top layer of all terms in M on the 
right will be obtained and put into T, and a set of smaller multiequations as a part of the 
rest unification problem is created and put into S and ST. All sets in the algorithm are 
implemented as lists, so that sometimes we may talk about "the first (or last) element" in a 
set. Procedure parameters of complex data structures like lists are implemented as pointers 
to these data structures. 
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(1) A l g o r i t h m  Unify 
(2) i n p u t  A system of multiequations (0 ,  S); 
(3) o u t p u t  A system of multiequations (T, {}); 
(4) beg in  
(5) Create an empty stack ST; 
(6) whi le  S is nonempty do 
(7) beg in  
(8) Select(ST, S, hiS); 
(9) Merge(MS, U =? M); 
(10) VnifyL(g, T, B); 
(11) i f M  is nonempty t hen  UnifyR(U,M,B,T,S, ST) 
(12) end 
(13) end  

The procedure Select is given in the appendix. It can be seen as an easy extension of its 
first-order counterpart in [5]. For more details see also [16]. 

4.3 M e r g e  the  se lec ted  m u l t i e q u a t i o n s  
The procedure Merge(MS, U =? M) merges all multiequations in MS into a multiequation 
U =? M. To begin with, all flexible terms in each left-hand side in MS are a-converted so that 
they have the same outermost X-binders (line B-3). Then the procedure takes an arbitrary 
multiequation in MS as the first U =? M, and starts to merge all other multiequations 

? 
U t =? M I in MS one by one into the current U =" M. 

First,  all left-hand sides are merged. For simplicity, we may factorize the common 
remaining A-binders and write {A~'~.tl,---, A~'~.t,} as A ~ ' . { t l , - . . ,  tn}. Let U = A~'~'.V and 
U' = A~"'m.V' with F(z',) E V and F(y')  E V'. Then a mapping r = {V'n ~ z ' }  may be 

I I ! t created (line B-7). Note that z i • {~'~} or Vlr  {Y-'~} means z i or yi, resp., has been required 
to be eliminated somewhere. We may compute the common remaining A-binders for both 
multiequations modulo a-conversion (line B-8). Now U' may be a-converted and merged 
into U (line B-9), where it is assumed that all bound variables in V' that  are not in {y'~,} 
do not occur in V; otherwise we may add an additional renaming operation here. 

The resulting left-hand side then consists of terms with a common sequence of remaining 
X-binders. The fact that some A-binders have been discarded in merging the left-hand sides 
implies that  the X-binders at the same positions in the corresponding right-hand sides should 
also be discarded (line B-14). The right-hand side is merged in line B-15, where the order 
of A-binders are so changed as though the left-hand sides were originally covered by A~'L 

(B-l)  
(B-2) 

(B-3) 
(B-4) 
(B-5) 
(B-6) 
(B-7) 
(B-s) 
(B-9) 
(B-10) 
(B-11) 
(B-12) 
(B-13) 
(B-14) 
(B-15) 

p r o c e d u r e  Merge(MS, var  U =? M) 
beg in  

1 i ~ _ +  1 . .  For each {Ax~.tl,...,A'x-ck.tn}=?M in MS, replace each Aztk.ti by Axk.{z k zk}t, , 
Assume MS = {U1 = :  M1 , . . . ,  Uh =? Mh}; U := U1; 
for i = 2 to h, assume U = A~'~'..V, Ui = aF'r~r,.V', F(-~) E V and F(yT~) E V', do 
beg in  

Let r be { ~ } ;  
Let {xpl, . . . ,Zp~} = {~-~} gl {r be a set with pj < Pt f o r j  < l; 
V := Azp,.. .Azp,.(V u r 

end;  
M := {}; Assume U = A~'~'.V; Let r be the identity map, r  ",r as above; 
for  i = 1 to h, assume Ui = A~-,7,m.V' and Mi = {ATz'-,~m.t}, do  
beg in  

Let {Pl,'" ",Pk} be such that r = zj;  (*j < l may not imply pj < Pt.*) 
M := M U {Azpa �9 �9 �9 Azpk.t} 
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(B-16) end;  
(B-17) e n d  

As an example, consider 

M S  = { {Ax lx2~z .F(x , , x2 ,x4 ,x z ) ,Ax lx2x3 .C(x l , x2 ,x3 ) }  =:  Axlx2x3.8,' ' ' 
? I I I {Amy2y3.F(y2,m,ys, y4),Amy2ys.G(y2,~3,m)} =" A~Iy2~3.~ }. 

Let i = 2 in line B-5. Then r = {Y2 ~ z l , y l  ~ z~,y3 ~-- z4,y4 ~ za} in line B- 
7, {zp l , . . . , zpg  ) = {zl,z2} in line B-8 and U = Azlz2.{F(zl,z2,z4,xs),G(zl, z2,zs), 
G(zl ,z4 ,z2)}  in line B-9. Furthermore, we have zl  = r = O2(Yl) in line B-14. 
Thus the final M is constructed in line B-15 as {Axlx~.s, Ay'~yl.t). 

4.4 Un i fy  t h e  l e f t -hand  side 
Unification of flexible terms corresponds to applications of ruhs (FF-1) and (FF-2) in Sub- 
section 2.1. Note  that U is of the form A~.V.  In lines C-6 and C-7, the procedure UnifyL 
computes the bound variables which should be preserved when applying rules (FF-1) and 
(FF-2).  When the for-structure from line C-4 to C-8 is finished, a new set X of remaining 
A-binders has been found. Now all free variables in U are replaced by a new variable / /  
with arguments from X. In order to adjust the A-binders in the right-hand side w.r.t, the 
set X ,  the procedure also returns a set fl of original positions for all A-binders with bound 
variables in X. 

(C-l)  p r o c e d u r e  Uni~tL(var U, var  T, var  B) 
(C-2)  beg in  
(C-3) Assume U = Xz-f..V and let X = {Ti-}; 
(C-4) for each F 6 }=F(U) with F(y~),..., F(-~  m) being all subterms in U with F do 
(C-5) beg in  
(C-6) Let {Pl, '"  ",Pq} = {i I Y~ . . . . .  y~} with pj < pt for 1 _< j < l < q; 
(C-7) X : = X n  ~ 
(C-8) end;  
(C-9) Let H be a new variable; 
(C-10) for  each F 6 }-'V(U), assume F(~n) 6 V, do 
(C-11) append A~/q'n.F(~',~,) =? A~"~.II(:-~), marked as 'visited", to the end of T; 
(C-12) U := {AX.H()~)};  B := { i l x ~  6 X }  
(C-13) e n d  

As an example, consider the result of the previous example 

U = AZlX2.{F(Xl, x2, x4, z3), G(.T1, x2,x3), G(.T1, z4, x2) }. 

Considering G(xl, as, as), G(xa, z4, x2) we have X = {an} in line C-7. The multiequations 
that  are put into T in line C-11 are Ax4.F(x4) =" Az4.H(xl) and A ~ . G ( ~ )  =? A~-~.H(x,). 
As outputs we have U = {AXl.H(Xl)} and B = {1}. 

4.5 Uni fy  t he  r i g h t - h a n d  side 
The procedure UnifyR unifies the terms in the right-hand side 211 = {Axe.t1,..., A-~k.tn._ !. 
First,  a global array A[i] is created for noting each sequence of the initial A-binders Axe. 
Let A be an array with components A[1],. .- ,A[n]. Note that the number of arrays in A, 
denoted by width(A), is fixed as n within a call to UnifyR, whereas the number of A-binders 
in each array A[i], denoted by length(A[i]), may increase, since additional A-binders may be 
appended at the end of A[i]. 

Two procedures SimpUnifyR1 and SimpUnifyR2 are called in lines D-6 and D-7. The 
procedure SimpUnifyR1 constructs a scheme C of the common top part of all terms in M, 
and a set Q of schemes of multiequations, which are the rest unification problems obtained 
when factorizing C from the terms. We call the outputs "schemes" because they contain 
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some "scheme variables", which need to be made precise in the procedure SimpUnifyR2, 
where some conditions of clashes and bound variable captures are also checked. 

As mentioned in Section 3, not all initial A-binders need to be left in the rest unification 
problem. For computing actual remaining A-binders, the procedure SimpUnifyR1 appends 
all A-binders it encounters to A, and notes the requirements of other changes of actual 
remaining A-binders. The global variable K created in line D-4 will be used to enumerate 
the requirements of changes. The procedure SimpUnifyR1 uses the global variable BS 
created in line D-5 to store the requirements, and also all conditions to be checked. The 
procedure SimpUnifyR2 will really compute the actual sequences of remaining A-blnders 
w.r.t, the requirements stored in BS, and check all conditions stored in BS. 

Assume that SimpUnifyR2 returns C and Q successfully. Let M be as above and 
* 1 B = { P l , ' ' " P , n )  with Pl < Pj for i < j .  Then the multiequation U =" Axp~ ...AX~m.C is a 

fragment of the final most general unifier (line D-9). The set Q of smaller multiequations 
is a part of the rest unification problem and put back to S and some of them to ST by the 
procedure call AddS(Q, ST, S) (line D-10). The procedure AddS is given in the appendix. 

(D-l)  procedure  UnifyR(U, {Axe.t:,.. -, Ax-~.tn}, B, v a t  T, va r  S,"ear ST) 
(D-2) beg in  

(D-3) Create a global array A[1..n] of arrays with initial A[i] = x--~'k, i = ] . . . . . .  n; 
(D-4) Let K be a global variable with initial K = 1; 
(D-5) Create a global empty set BS; 
(D-6) SimpUnifyRl({(tl,1),...,(t,,n)},C,Q); 
(D-7) SimpUnifyR2(B, C, Q); 
(D-8) Assume B = { P l , "  ",Pro} with pi < pj for i < j ;  
(D-9) Append the multiequation U =? ~x~a ...x~m.C to the end of T; 
(D-:0) AddS(Q,ST, S) 
(D-11) end  

The procedure SimpUnifyR1 considers mainly the following cases: 
If all terms in N are abstractions (line E-4) then the outermost A-binder of each term is 

appended to the corresponding component array of A (line E-6). In addition~ a requirement 
of extending the actual remaining h-binders is noted (line E-7). Then the subterms are 
considered (line E-8). Before leaving the procedure, a requirement of recovering the old 
remaining ,~-binders is noted (line E-9). 

A procedure NewBinders to note a requirement of changing the actual remaining ,~- 
binders may be defined as follows: 

p r o c e d u r e  NewBinders((Dl, D2)) 
beg in  K := K + 1; Put (D1, D2, K) into BS end 

In the case that  all terms in N are rigid (line E-11), topmost atoms should be equivalent 
modulo a-conversion and bound by the actual remaining A-binders. However, checking 
these conditions at this place may be expensive in the worst case since the procedure has 
to find the corresponding )~-binders from A for the bound variables. We delay the checking 
here: The conditions are put into BS in line E-13 and to be checked in the procedure 
Simp UnifyR2. 

In the case that there is a flexible term in N (line E-17), the flexible term will be first 
removed from N and the procedure continues to unify the rest of N. Multiequations in 
[4] may have right-hand sides consisting of arbitrary number of terms. So a corresponding 
procedure in [4] terminates an long as one of the input terms is flexible, and returns a single 
multiequation having all flexible input terms on the left and all other input terms on the 
right. In our case, however, the right-hand side can contain at most one term. Therefore, 
even when N contains a flexible term, other terms in N have to be further unified (line E- 
23), until N becomes a singleton (line E,-3). The final resulting Q (in line E-25) returned 
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in our case is a set consisting of all multiequations in Q' returned by the further unification 
process in line E-23 and a multiequation with the flexible term on the left and the common 
part of other terms of N on the right. 

The strange notation F(F,  (~n, P),Pl) in line E-20 is one of the so-called scheme variables. 
It will be replaced by a term of the form F(y-~n) in the procedure SirnpUnifyR2, where ~n are 
obtained from ~ by renaming all bound variables in Alp] into corresponding ones in A[pl]. 
We delay the renaming here since finding the positions of A-binders in AlP] is expensive at 
the moment. The reascn for this renaming is that the procedure SimpUnifyR1 agrees to 
return a common part with bound variables corresponding to the A-binders in the first term 
of N. Note that  Pl is the index of the first term in N (line E-19). The choices of Azl in 
line E-9, al in line E-15, q in line E-25, and Az~ - . .  z lp,~ in line D-9 of the procedure UnifyR 
are based on this agreeraent. 

The strange notation A F ( ( ~ , p ) , K )  in line E-21 is also a scheme variable. Assume 
that  A[p] = A~"~m. Let xq~, . . . ,  %h be all bound variab~.es in {~n} which occur the K-th  
computed sequence of remaining A-binders. Then the scheme variable will be replaced by 
A~'~'qh in SimpUnifyR2. The situation is similar for the scheme variables AF((t3-~'n,p), K)  and 
AF((~'~,q),K) in line E-25. Note that the K 's  in lines E-21 and E-25 may be distinct but 
the sequences of actual remaining A-binders are always identical. 

When N contains a flexible term, new remaining A-binders should be computed, as noted 
in line E-20 by NewBirMers((+,(~n,p))). Before leaving SimpUnifyR1 the old remaining 
A-binders should be recovered, as noted by NewBinders((-, (~"~~,p))) in line E-27. 

If the original input M to UnifyR contains only one term then the condition in line E-3 
can never be true. In this case, SimpUnifyR1 simply serves to prepare the conditions which 
will be used by SimpUnifyR2 to check failures of bound variable captures in the term. 

(E-l) 
(E-2) 
(E-3) 
(E-4) 
(E-5) 
(~-6) 
(E-7) 
(E-S) 
(E-9) 
(F_-10) 
(E-n) 
(F~12) 
(F~13) 
(F~14) 
(F_-X~) 
(E-I~) 
(E-17) 
(E-~8) 
(F~lg) 
(E-20) 
(F~21) 
(E-22) 
(E-23) 
(E-24) 
(E-25) 
(E-26) 

p r o c e d u r e  SimpUnifyR1 (N, var  C, va r  Q) 
begin  

i f N  = {(t,p)} and width(A) > 1 then  (C,Q):'- (t,{}) 
else if  N = {(Azl.sl, P l ) , ' "  ", (Az~.s~, p~)} then  

beg in  
Add zi to the end of A[i], i = Pl . . . . .  P~; 
Let L = length(A~l]); NewBinders((+, L)); 
Simp Unifynl({(sl, Pl),'", (s,,pn)}, C', O'); 
NewBinders((-,L)); C := Azl.C'; Q := Q' 

end  
else if  N {(al(s l ,  1 n . . . .  ,Sm),pl),''.,(an(sl,''',S~n),pn)} t h e n  

beg in  
Put ( { ( a l , P l ) , ' - ' ,  (an,pn)}, K) into BS; 
for  i = 1 to m do SimpVnifyRl({(s!,pl),.. ",(s'~,p~)},Ci, Qi); 

r t l  
C :-- al((,~'m); O := Ui=l Oi 

end  
else if  there is some (F(~'L~),p) E N t hen  

beg in  
Assume (s,pl) be the first element in N; 
C := F(F,(~'~.,p),p,); NewBinders((+,(~'-~.,p))); 
if  N - {(F(~"L~),p)} is empty t hen  Q := {,W((~-'~.,p),K).F(~)=:{}} 
else beg~n 

Sirnp UnifyR1 (N - { (F(~"~n), p)}, C', Q'); 
Assume (t,q) be the first element in N - {(F(~n),p)}; 
Q := O' u {AF((~"~n, p), K).F(~n) =:  AF((~n, q), K).C'} 

end;  
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(E-27) NewBinders((-, (~ ,  p))); 
(E--28) end 
(E-29) else failure 
(E-30) end 

As an example, assume that UnifyR is called with M = {A~.z3(Az.t), A~l-ff.y3(Ay.G(yA)), 
A'z~.F(zl, z3)} and B = {2, 3}. An array A[1..3] is then created with A[1] = ~'~, A[2] = ~'ff and 
A[3] = ~ .  The procedure SimpUnifyR1 will be recursively called with g = {(x3(Ax.t), 1), 
(y3(AY.GCYA)),2),(F(zl, z3), 3)} in line D-6, with N = {(z3(Az.t), 1), (y3(Ay.G(yA)),2)} in 
line E-23, with N = {(Ax.t, 1),(AV.G(yA),2)} in line E-14, with N = {(t, 1),(G(yA),2)} in 
line E-8 and with N = {(t, 1)} in line E-23. The final results are A[1] = ~'~x, A[i] = Y~V, 
A[3] = ~ ,  K = T, B S  = { ( + , ( = 1 z 3 , 3 ) , 2 ) ,  ({(z3,1),(y3,2)},2), (+,4,3), (+,(V2,2),4), 
( - ,  (VA, 2), 5), ( - ,  4, 6), ( - ,  (zlz3, 3), 7)}, C = I'(F, (z~z3, 3), 1) and O = {Ar((vA, 2), 4).G(vA) 
=7 Ar((vA, 1), 4).t, AF((zl z3, 3), 6).F(zl, z3) = :  Ar((z~ zz, i), 6).zzCAz.F(a, (VA, 2), 1))}. 

The tasks of SimpUnifyR2 are to check the conditions of clashes (line F-10) and of 
bound variable captures (line F-I8) in BS and to replace the scheme variables in C and Q 
by concrete symbols (lines F-8 and F-20). Note that not only clashes of bound variables at 
heaxis but also other kinds of clashes, e.g. when the heads are distinct constants, or partly 
bound variables and partly constants, are checked here. The procedure finds the positions 
of A-binders for occurrenes of bound variables (line F-7), and also computes the positions of 
all actual remaining A-binders (lines F-14 - F-17). Note that the symbol | in line F-14 may 
be either + or - ,  and in F-15 denotes the the usual plus or minus operation of integers. 

The positions of actual remaining A-binders are marked in TB. Remaining A-binders 
at different places may use different marks. The variable I keeps the mark for the current 
remaining A-binders and may be changed in line F-15. 
(F-l) p rocedure  SimpUnifyRZ(B, var C, var Q) 
(F-2) begin 
(F-3) Let max be the maximum of all length(A[i]); Assume {1, . . . ,  max} Iq (C O 1~) = {}; 
(F-4) for p = length(A) to  1, assume A[p] = ~m, do 
(F-5) begin 
(F-6) Let r = {xl ~-~ 1 , . . . ,  zm ~ m); 
(F-7) Replace each (~-~,p) in BS, C or Q by (r 
(F-S) Replace each F(F, (p--~,pl), p) in C or Q by F( r  -1 (~n)) 
(F-9) end; 
(F-10) if there is (CLA, If) e BS with (a, i), (b,j) E CLA and a # b then  failure (clash); 
(F-11) Create an array TB[1..maz] with TB[i] =1 i f i E B  and TB[i]=Oifif lB; I : =  1; 
(F-12) for K ~ = 2 to K do 
(F-13) begin 
(F-14) if there is ( |  in BS then  
(F-15) begin for j =  l t o n d o  i fTB[pj]=Ithen TB[pj]:=I| I : = I |  
(F-16) if there is (+,  L, K 1) in BS then  TB[L] := I;  
(F-17) if there is ( - ,  L, K')  in BS then  TB[L] := 0; 
(F-18) if there is (CLA, K') E BS with (q,p) E CLA such that 
(F-19) q E {1 . . . . .  max) and TB[q] = I do not hold then  failure (capture) 
(F-20) Replace each Ar((~n'n,p), K') in C or Q by A~X'~h'qh where AlP] = A~-~m and ql,... ,qh 
(F-21) are all in {~'-~'~} such that 1 < qj < mar, TB[qj] = I and q./< qt for j < l 
(F-22) end 
(F-23) end 

Continuing to compute the previous example with the procedure SimpUnifyRA, we will 
have BS = {(+,(13,3) ,2) , ({(3 ,1) , (3 ,2)} ,2) , (+ ,4 ,3) , (+ , (2 ,2) ,4) , ( - , (2 ,2) ,5) , ( - ,4 ,6) ,  
( - ,  (13, 3), 7)}, C = F(xl, x3) and Q = {A((13, 3), 6).F(zl, z3) =? A((13,1), 6).z3(Az.G(zA)), 
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A((2,2),4).G(y2) =? A((2,1),4).t} at line F-10. As the results of the procedure we have 
C = F(xl,  x3) and 62 = {Az3.F(z~, z3) =? Ax3.x3(Ax.G(x2)), G(y2) =: t}. 
Theorem 4.1 For any input ({), So), the algorithm Unify is terminating. Furthermore, So 
is unifiable if and only if Unify terminates with (TI, {}), where So and Tf have the same 
set of unifiers when restricted to the free variables in So. 
P r o o f  Proof can be found in [16]. c] 

5 O u r  A l g o r i t h m  is L i n e a r  

It is assumed that  all dal;a structures involved in the algorithm are dynamically created and 
possibly connected through pointers. Since in principle the space required cannot exceed 
the running time in such a machine, we will mainly concentrate on the time complexity. 

A da ta  structure can always be marked in some way. Changing and checking the mark 
of a given data  structure need only constant time. 

As mentioned, systems of multiequations are implenmnted by DAG's in the usual way, 
i.e. nodes by dynamically created data  structures connected through pointers as required 
by directed arces. A node of a free variable has a list of father nodes. Each of other nodes 
has at most one father node. 

Sets, multisets or stacks are all implemented as lists Let us recall that eliminating or 
inserting an dement in a list need only constant time when the element to be inserted and 
the place where the eliminating or inserting operation should be performed are known (see 
e.g. [1]). 

Each bound variable in the starting system may be coded as a unique integer. So an 
array can be created with indices being (the integers corresponding to) all bound variables 
in the starting system such that  for a given bound variable the corresponding component in 
the array can always be visited in a constant time. It suffices to allocate a place of a (large 
enough but) fixed size for each component. Then the size of th e array is obviously linear in 
the size of the starting system. 

Using the above array, the time needed in computing the intersection of two sets of 
bound variables is linear in the total  size of the two sets (see e.g. [1]). 

First of all, the procedure Select is linear since it visits each node in the starting system 
at most once, and only a fixed number operations may be performed w.r.t, each node. The 
situation is similar to its first-order counterpart in [5]. 

The procedure Merge is linear since the time required for each call Merge(MS, U =? M) 
is linear in the total size of the left-hand sides in MS. Indeed, alter this call, all terms on 
the left will be unified and put into the solved part so that they can never be visited again. 

The execution time Jbr the call UnifyL(U,T,B) is linear in the size of U. This can be 
proved in the similar way as above. Note that the new free variables introduced in line C-9 
cannot be more than the original free variables. 

Now let us consider the procedure UnifyR. The creation of a global array A is obviously 
linear in the size of M. Therefore we need only to prove the linearity of SimpUnifyR1, 
SimpUnifyR2 and AddS. 

Intuitively, the procedure SimpUnifyR1, like the prccedure Select, visits each node of 
the starting system at most once. Remember that in a c~l SimpUnifyR1 (N, C, Q) all nodes 
in N are from the right-hand sides of some multiequations in the unsolved part. During the 
procedure call, the nodes in N that have been visited are either simply dropped or moved 
to the left-hand sides of some multiequations in Q. So these nodes cannot be visited again 
by SimpUnifyR1 in the entire unification process. Furthermore, it can be observed that the 
time required for each operation during the procedure call is always linear in the size of the 
current nodes being visited. Note that the additional space for the newly created nodes in 
A, BS, C, the remaining outermost A-binders and the left-hand sides in Q is also linear in 
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the total size of the visited nodes of N. 
To prove the linearity of the procedure SimpUnifyR2 we assume a list of pointers for 

each p with 1 < p < width(A), which connects all pairs of the form (~-~'n,p) and all scheme 
variables of the form r(F, (~~n,p~),p) in BS, C and Q, as required in lines F-7 and F-8. In fact 
this list can be easily created during the process of creating BS, C and Q in SimpUnifyR1. 
Furthermore it is also assumed that in the process of creating BS, U and Q in SimpUnifyR1, 
a list of pointers for each 1( ~ with 1 < I( ~ < K has also been created, which connects all 
(| (| L, K'),  (CLA, K') and AF((~,p),K') as required in lines F-14, F-16, F- 
17, F-18 and F-20. In a call SimpUnifyR2(B, C, Q), the nodes in A, BS, C, in the outermost 
A-binders and in the left-hand sides in Q will be visited along the above two lists. The time 
for the operations associated to a node being visited is always linear in the size of the node. 

The time required for the procedure call AddS(Q,S, ST) is linear in the number of 
multiequations in Q. We need only to partition the time into contant time segments and to 
assign them to the terms in the left-hand sides in Q. No other executions of Adds may be 
assigned to the same terms since Adds only handles multiequations in Q, which are yielded 
in unifying some right-hand sides. 
T h e o r e m  5.1 The algorithm Unify is linear in the size of its input system. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  

We have presented a unification algorithm for patterns whose time and space costs are both 
linear in the size of input. This result may he used as a basis for analyzing computational 
complexities of higher-order logic programming and higher-order proof systems. The ideas 
we have used in avoiding potential sources of nonlinear behaviors are also very useful in 
guiding the design of practical unification algorithms for patterns. 
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Append ix  
(A-l) 
(A-2) 
(A-3) 
(h-4) 
(A-5) 
(A-6) 
(A-7) 
(A-S) 
(A-9) 
(A-1O) 
(A-II) 
(A-12) 
(A-13) 
(A-14) 
(A-15) 
(A-16) 
(A-17) 
(i-18) 
(A-19) 
(A-2O) 
(A-21) 
(A-22) 
(A-23) 
(A-24) 
(A-25) 
(G-I) 
(G-2) 
(G-3) 
(G-4) 
(G-5) 
(G-6) 
(G-T) 
(c-8) 
(G-9) 
(G-1O) 
(G-11) 

procedure Select(var ST, var S, var  MS) 
begin 

if ST is nonempty then  pop ST to MS 
else begin MS := {E} for an "unvisited" multiequation E; Mark E as "visited" end; 
while there is an "unvisited" F ( ~ )  6 H(MS) do 
begin 

if there is another "unvisited" occurrence F(~-~) 
then  begin 

Mark F(~u as "visited"; 
if F(:~.) 6 LI(E) for some multiequation E then  

if E is "unvisited" then  
begin Mark E as "visited"; MS := MS U {E} end 

else begin if E is in ST then failure (cycle) end 
else begin 

Node := F(~:.); 
repea t  Node := Father.Node; Mark N as "visited" 
until N 6 .A4(E) for some multiequation E; 
if E is "visited" then  failure (cycle); 
Push MS in ST; Mark E as "visited"; MS := {E} 

end 
end 

else mark F(~:.) as "visited" 
end; 
S := S - MS 

end 

procedure  AddS(Q, vat  ST, var S) 
begin 

S := SuQ; 
if some U' =1 M" 6 Q with some "visited" t 6 U'U AI' then  
begin 

Mark U' =? M' as "visited"; 
if t 6  U ' t h e n  

begin Pop ST to MS; MS := MS U {U' =? M'}; Push MS in ST end; 
if t 6 M'  then  push {U' =? M'} into ST 

end 
end 


